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This guide has been provided as a service to you, our valued 
retailer. In the pages that follow, you will find general best 
practices for four major social media platforms as well as 
DigDropDone related suggestions and ideas.
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What are we trying to do?
Increase bulb sales across the U.S. and Canada. Tweeting, posting, 
pinning and blogging about flower bulbs and the Dig.Drop.Done 
campaign, can help increase engagement with your customers, spread 
the campaign’s overall message and augment YOUR sales.

Who are we talking to?
Generation X, Y and Boomer females throughout the U.S. and Canada.

What overall tone should we utilize?
Fun  Informative
Warm  Energetic
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Facebook: the strongest social network, 
best used for:
Brief, actionable content
Fostering community
Offering exciting promotions
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Best Practices: Facebook
Operating Your Brand Page

Continually encourage colleagues, partners and customers to lend their support to the page by 
offering Likes, sharing their own content or re-sharing the page’s content.

Remember to set your page’s username (custom URL). This can be done through your page settings 
once you’ve reached the fan minimum of 25. Doing so will make it easier for your customers to find 
your page.

As you can see here, the DDD username is www.facebook.com/DigDropDone.
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Best Practices: Facebook
Operating Your Brand Page

Create a “Favorites” list by adding the brand pages of partners, 
industry friends, relevant media and influencers. This will 
establish friendly connections in your community and 
industry.

“Tag” your Favorites (and other pages) in posts whenever 
possible by placing an “@” before the name of the page you 
wish to tag. If the name appears in the automated drop-down 
menu, select it. Users will now be able to click on the name of 
the page to visit it directly, and the chances of that page’s fans 
seeing your post are greatly increased.

Please note: If the page name does not appear in the drop-
down menu, Facebook is simply unable to locate the page and 
you will not be able to tag it in your post. Include their name 
anyway - one of your fans may inform them of your favorable 
reference!
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Best Practices: Facebook

Operating Your Brand Page

Keep your content focused and informative about your store(s), your promotions and seasonal tips and 
suggestions. Try to post at least twice (ideally, 3 to 4 times) per week, and remember to stay positive and 
helpful. This will encourage engagement with your fans and give them a sense of exclusivity.

Post content during peak social media traffic times to optimize sharing. Such times include 9:30 a.m. and 
3:00 p.m. on Wednesdays and Fridays, though we recommend posting content more than twice weekly.

Don’t avoid negative comments or questions from fans. Politely address their messages, and direct them to 
customer service when appropriate. Doing so will reinforce that you care about their concerns.

Respond to comments and messages within 3 hours (between the hours of 7:00 a.m. and 9:00 p.m.) to 
maintain timeliness.
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Best Practices: Facebook
Operating Your Brand Page

Include links, videos or images with your content whenever possible. You will have the 
option of uploading files or simply attaching a link to your post. Augmenting your text 
with these forms of media will make it more visually appealing, encourage engagement 
from fans and give your page a polished feel.

Re-shares of relevant posts from “Favorite” pages should account for 20-30% of your 
content.
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Best Practices: Facebook
Operating Your Brand Page

When sharing links, remember to:
1. Paste the link into the copy bar
2. Allow the dynamic display to generate
3. Select the most appropriate thumbnail image
4. Remove the link from the copy of the post so it does not appear in two places on the post
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Once this content appears...

...you can delete the link 
from this text box
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Incorporating DDD into Your Content
“Like” and/or add the DDD page to your page’s “Favorites”.

When referencing DigDropDone in your posts, remember to tag 
our page by placing a “@” before our name and selecting our 
page from the drop-down menu.

If you have positive comments about the campaign that you’d 
like to share with DDD fans, please post them on the DDD wall.

Please feel free to make use of helpful DDD posts by sharing 
them on your pages whenever you feel it is appropriate for your 
audience. Hit the “Share” or “Reshare” button, and a text box 
will appear that will allow you to present the information to your 
fans with a custom message.
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Twitter: a powerful platform that allows: 
The rapid distribution of information
Fostering community
Participation in relevant conversations
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Best Practices: Twitter
Operating Your Twitter Stream

Keep your content focused and informative about your store(s), your promotions and seasonal tips and 
suggestions. Try to post at least twice (ideally, 3 to 4 times) per day, and remember to stay positive and 
helpful. Remember—this will encourage engagement with your fans and give them a sense of exclusivity.

Retweet (like sharing on Facebook) relevant posts from followers/followees 20-30% of the time. This 
encourages following back, the feeling of inclusion (from your followers/customers) and the distribution of 
helpful information.
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Best Practices: Twitter
Operating Your Twitter Stream

Create a followee list of local partners, national organizations or initiatives, gardening experts and 
other relevant entities. This will establish friendly connections in your community and industry.

When referring to these individuals or organizations, attempt to use their Twitter handle whenever 
possible (“@” plus a specific username). It will automatically inform them that they were mentioned 
in your tweet, and increase the chances of that tweet being seen and then retweeted.
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Best Practices: Twitter
Operating Your Twitter Stream

Don’t avoid negative comments or questions from 
fans. Politely address their messages, and direct them 
to outside customer service when appropriate. Doing 
so will help you reinforce that you care about their 
concerns.

Respond to comments and messages within 3 hours 
(between the hours of 7:00 a.m. and 9:00 p.m.) in 
order to maintain timeliness.

Post content at peak traffic times to ensure sharing. 
Such times include 9:30 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. on 
Wednesdays and Fridays, though we recommend 
posting content more than twice weekly to keep your 
followers engaged.

Include links, videos or images with your content 
whenever possible. Your followers will appreciate your 
use of media to augment your content.
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Best Practices: Twitter
Operating Your Twitter Stream

Tweets should attempt to incorporate hashtags (a keyword preceded by a “#”) whenever appropriate. 
Hashtags allow your conversations or topics of discussion to be tracked easily. Relevant hashtags for 
your store (and DDD) include #gardening, #bulbs, #bulbchat, #decor, #spring, #specials, #discount, 
etc.

Remember to participate in hashtag events like #FollowFriday (or #FF—a tradition of recommending 
other users worth following) or #gardenchat, as they will help you to join active conversations on 
Twitter and build community among your customers.
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Incorporating DDD into Your Content

Follow @DigDropDone from your personal and/or 
business account.

When referencing the individual DDD Ladies, use a 
corresponding hashtag to your tweets—#Marcy, 
#Juliana and #Evelyn, respectively—to make your 
references trackable.

When referencing bulb planting or the campaign, please 
use #bulbs or #bulbchat in your tweet.

Please feel free to retweet @DigDropDone tweets 
whenever you feel the content is appropriate for your 
audience.

Please include @DigDropDone among your 
#FollowFriday mentions regularly.
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Pinterest: a new, massively popular 
platform driven by the production 
and sharing of meaningful, 
relevant images. 
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Best Practices: Pinterest
Operating Your Pin Boards

Once you’ve established your account, create different “pin boards” to organize your images.

Helpful categories for your store might be “Home Products”, “Garden Products”, “Decor Inspiration”, 
“Do It Yourself Ideas”, etc.
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Best Practices: Pinterest
Operating Your Pin Boards

You should repin, Like or comment on images that you see on 
Pinterest. Liking and commenting applies only to the image 
itself—repinning means that you are placing the image, with a 
link back to its original location, on one of your boards to share 
with your followers.

Try to distribute these actions evenly to foster community and 
build followers. It is best to pin 1 to 2 images each day.

Respond to comments and messages within 3 hours (between 
the hours of 7:00 a.m. and 9:00 p.m.) to maintain timeliness.

Post content at peak traffic times to ensure sharing. Such times 
include 9:30 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. on Wednesdays and Fridays, 
though we recommend posting content more than twice weekly 
to keep your followers engaged.
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Best Practices: Pinterest

Operating Your Pin Boards

Follow users that pin images that cater to your 
audience’s interests. You can search for 
particular keywords if you are seeking specific 
subject matter.

Add some variety to your images and boards. 
For example, if your focus is gardening, try to 
weave in the occasional image that highlights 
gardening in an unusual way—home decor 
inspired by natural elements, clothing 
modeled after a particular flower or plant, etc. 
This will demonstrate that you’re interested in 
doing more than focusing on sales alone, 
which will give your customers a sense of 
community and, ultimately, drive your sales.
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Best Practices: Pinterest

Operating Your Pin Boards

Upload your own images 20-30% of the time. The remainder of 
your images should come from other Pinterest users or other 
websites. Look for the “Pin It” button to find images that will be 
easy to share with your followers.
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You may also install a “Pin It” button onto your 
web browser (instructions are available at 
http://pinterest.com/about/goodies/
#pinmarklet), which will allow you to choose 
any image from the web page you are currently 
viewing and pin it to your boards. Adding this 
“Pin It” button to your browser toolbar makes 
it really simple to share images from a variety 
of your favorite sites.

http://pinterest.com/about/goodies/#pinmarklet
http://pinterest.com/about/goodies/#pinmarklet
http://pinterest.com/about/goodies/#pinmarklet
http://pinterest.com/about/goodies/#pinmarklet
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Best Practices: Pinterest

Operating Your Pin Boards

You may cross-promote your images by linking 
your Pinterest account to your Facebook account 
and Twitter account (accessible via your account 
settings). By linking your accounts, you will be 
able to automatically share your Pinterest 
discoveries through your other social profiles.

Doing so will casually remind your fans and 
followers of the many ways they can connect 
with your store online.

When pinning a new image, ticking the box next 
to your additional social profiles will 
automatically send it to those platforms. We 
recommend choosing at least two images per 
month to share on Facebook and Twitter.
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Incorporating DDD into Your Content

Follow the Dig Drop Done pin boards most relevant to 
your store(s).

Please feel free to repin 2 to 4 of DDD’s images per 
month, either from the DDD pin boards or the 
campaign website.

Please link back to the DDD pin boards from other 
social profiles when you discover an image (particularly 
an instructive image) that you feel your customers 
would really appreciate.
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YouTube: the web’s go-to video 
database and search engine that will 
distribute the campaign’s video 
content.
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Best Practices: YouTube
Operating Your Channel

Remember: Success on YouTube is about quality content. Videos do not have to be expensive or polished to be 
appealing—in fact, the opposite is often true. Rather than focusing on production value, consider your customers and 
try to create content that is interesting, useful or funny to engage viewers. Avoid filling your videos with blatant 
advertising or sales gimmicks—those are for another time and place.

YouTube is one of the largest search engines in the world. When titling your videos and writing their summaries, 
consider how viewers will locate them. What keywords are most relevant? How can you explain the content clearly and 
concisely? Remember to provide links back to your store’s website or other social profiles so your customers can 
continue their experience if they like.
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Best Practices: YouTube

Operating Your Channel

Formatting is important to what videos you can upload and how well they will present through the YouTube 
interface.

YouTube accepts video files from most digital cameras, camcorders, and cell phones in the .WMV, .AVI, .MOV 
and .MPG file formats. The videos must be less than 100MB in size and less than 10 minutes in length. Longer 
videos, such as full-length presentations or instructions, should be broken into multiple files to make them 
easy to upload, view and share.

For the best presentation quality, YouTube recommends MPEG4 (Divx, Xvid) format, 320×240 resolution, 
good quality MP3 audio and 30 frames per second.
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Best Practices: YouTube
Operating Your Channel

Users find videos through YouTube’s tagging system. When uploading videos, you can assign single word tags to each 
video to help categorize the content. YouTube will then use these tags to group related videos for search results.

Think carefully about the tags you assign to your videos. They should be logical, relevant and simple. Keeping these 
tips in mind will make it easier for your customers to find your content.
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Best Practices: YouTube

Operating Your Channel

Subscribe to channels that cater to the interests of your 
customers. Try to Like or share 1 to 2 impactful videos 
from other users each month, as it will build a sense of 
community and potentially increase subscriptions to 
your channel.

Don’t avoid negative comments or questions from 
viewers or subscribers. Politely address their messages, 
and direct them to outside customer service when 
appropriate. Doing so will reinforce that you care about 
their concerns.

Respond to comments and messages within 3 hours 
(between the hours of 7:00 a.m. and 9:00 p.m.) to 
maintain a sense of timeliness.
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Incorporating DDD into Your Content

Subscribe to the Dig Drop Done channel.

Please feel free to share or embed DDD 
videos in blog posts or on your other social 
profiles for your customers’ enjoyment or 
education.
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What kind of content should you share?

Editorial Suggestions for February & March 2012
Many of these topics will appear on DigDropDone Facebook page. For content you can easily share with 
customers, simply visit www.facebook.com/DigDropDone.

February 13-17
Continue to discuss Valentine’s Day and creative suggestions for Valentine’s gifts; Highlight local 
gardening groups, clubs or weekend events that customers may enjoy.

February 20-24
Offer spring cleaning ideas—quick fixes to spruce up one’s home and display the beauties of spring 
indoors.

February 27-29
Highlight Leap Year—how will your customers be spending the extra day? DDD recommends getting a 
head start on a summer-flowering garden.

Note: Remember to pair ongoing promotions or specials with topical content. What sales are you 
running that are most relevant to the focal points of each week? 
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What kind of content should you share?

Editorial Suggestions for February & March 2012
Many of these topics will appear on DigDropDone Facebook page. For content you can easily share with 
customers, simply visit www.facebook.com/DigDropDone.

March 1-2
Highlight local gardening groups, clubs or weekend events that customers may enjoy.

March 5-9
Discuss the start of Daylight Savings—a quick and easy way to remember when to do spring planting; 
cross-promote the DDD fan sweepstakes.

March 12-16
Continue to cross-promote the DDD fan sweepstakes; highlight a local gardening influencer (perhaps 
an instructor, writer or event organizer) for their work in your area.

March 19-23
Discuss the official start of spring (March 20)—how will your customers celebrate? Are they seeing 
evidence of their hard work from the fall?

March 26-30
Highlight the coming of Easter—are there creative alternatives to eggs and candy for family activities or 
Easter baskets? 

Note: Remember to pair ongoing promotions or specials with topical content. What sales are you 
running that are most relevant to the focal points of each week? 
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Please contact your bulb supplier for more information.
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